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Tulip alginate
the best choice in economical
cal a
alginates!
Do you want to make an initial impression
pression to prepare
pre
for the prosthetic treatment? Or
the mould for the prosthesis itself?
lf? Or documentation
documenta
or working models?
With Tulip you can work any way
ay you please.
Dust-free dosing and mixing. Rapid water absorption
absorp
gives a
smooth, homogeneous
omogeneous alginate paste without lumps,
lu
in just a
short time. The right basis and the ideal consistency
consis
for a detailed
impression. The
he Tulip paste is thixotropic. A consistency
c
that
flows easily, giving
ng clear reproduction of all the
t contours of the
jaw without the material running out of the tray.
Application specifications
The impression is
s stable, elastic and is easily
eas
Tulip
Tulip
removed from the
e mouth despite undercuts.
undercu
The
Colorswitch
alginate impression
on gives high detail reproduction
rep
mixing
30 sec
30 sec
(50μm) and is clearly
arly legible due to the yellow colour of the material.
time
Its high gypsum
sum compatibility guarantees a nice, smooth surface
s
to
working
1.30 min
1.30 min
the gypsum.
um. Tulip has all the features of a high-quality alginate.
time
Conforms
ms with the ISO and ADA standards.
standards
setting time
1.30 min
1.00 min
in mouth
total setting
time

Tulip Colorswitch

mixing ratio
(powder/water)

3 min

2.30 min

23g / 50ml

23g / 50ml

impression material with a build-in
n timer
time
Tulip Colorswitch has all the advantages
vantages of
o Tulip alginate. Plus
one unique feature: the changing colour. This
Th helps you to time
the process of mixing and taking the impression
impressio without being
distracted from treatment or patient. Dentists
entists are discovering
another useful tool. The colour change of a little ball of Tulip
Colorswitch in the patient’s hand provides distraction
straction and
an
relaxation, resulting in a better impression.

process, the material is still violet.
When the colour changes to dark
pink the paste is sufficiently mixed.

The paste is ready for loading the
tray. Insert the tray with pink paste
in the mouth.

Wait until the paste turns off-white.
This is the time to remove the tray
from the mouth.

The off-white impression turns pink
again after 15 - 30 minutes, so the
dental technician receives a clearly
legible impression and can ensure it
is poured out properly.

